IMPROVE YOUR MASCARA

EYE-Q
TRICKS, TIPS & TECHNIQUES
Looking for outrageously long, luxurious lashes that last
and last? These tips and tricks will help you get the length,
volume & drama your looking for, in the blink of an eye.
Wipe off excess mascara on a tissue to prevent clumps.
A brand new bottle of mascara can
transfer a lot of extra product on the
wand for the first few uses, causing
clumpy lashes. So before your first coat,
glide the brush over a napkin or tissue to
remove any excess formula.

Keep your lashes curled longer by wiggling the brush back
and forth at the base of your lashes, and then swiping to
the tips.
If you coat your lashes evenly, it will
weigh down the tips of the hairs,
causing your lashes to straighten out
after a few minutes. The best way to
hold a curl is to apply a thicker coat of
mascara at the root of your lashes and
a lighter one toward the ends. You can
achieve this by wiggling the wand back
and forth at the base, and then lightly
combing through to the tips

Layer waterproof mascara on top of your regular formula
to make your mascara last longer and make it easier to
remove at the end of the day.
Waterproof formula is great at holding curl
and keeping your mascara from smearing
throughout the day, but because it's so
difficult to remove, try applying your normal
mascara first and finishing with a coat of
waterproof.

Coat both sides of your lashes to
thicken them.
If you have thin or light-colored lashes, coat
both sides by alternating between looking up
and looking down while applying mascara. That
way, the hairs are fully covered and appear
much thicker.

Hold the brush at a horizontal angle if you want
thick lashes, or turn it vertically for a more natural
finish.
The way you hold the brush when applying your mascara can
make a huge difference. Holding the brush horizontally and
wiggling it back and forth will give you voluminous lashes,
while holding it vertically and running the tip of the brush
along the length of your lashes will leave you with a longer,
more natural look.

Make your mascara do double-duty as a
gel eyeliner.
Swipe an eyeliner brush over your mascara wand, and then use the
formula on your liner brush to trace your upper (and lower, if you so
desire) lash lines for a gel liner finish.

Dust powder over your eyelashes between the
first and second coats of mascara to plump up
your lashes.
If you want to increase the lengthening and thickening
properties of your mascara, dust loose powder onto your
lashes after each coat has dried, prior to application of the
next coat. Powder has grip, so it will stick to your lashes in
between each coat of mascara, making your lashes appear
more voluminous.

Spin the tip of a cotton swab over a dried mascara
mistake to remove the spot without ruining your
eyeshadow.
If you accidentally touch your eyelid with mascara after
you've applied your eye shadow, wait for the spot to dry,
then place the tip of a cotton swab on top of the spot, and
spin it until it's gone. If you try to remove the mark while the
mascara is still wet, you'll smear it and make the problem
worse.

Remove Mascara the Right Way
Wet a cotton round and hold it on top of your
closed eye. Let it soak into your #mascara and it
will remove with much less rubbing. This can
help to prevent lash loss

Go For The Triple Or Quadruple Coat
If you are only giving your eyelashes one or two coats, you are not
going to get the full effect. Applying three or even four coats will
help to amplify both the length and volume. Apply a coat of
mascara before each coat dries completely. If you let it dry before
your next coat, it is hard to reposition any eyelashes you aren’t quite
satisfied with.

Buy A Primer
What do foundation, mascara, and eye shadow all
have in common? They work better with a primer. It
may seem like an unnecessary step, but smooth a
quick coat of primer on before your favorite mascara
and you’ll get thicker, longer, and stronger lashes.
How? The formulas in today’s story thicken,
lengthen, nourish, and provide a perfectly tacky
surface to which the mascara adheres.

